Fashion

Infor Fashion PLM
Reduce time from concept to consumer
Specifically created for the fashion industry, Infor® Fashion PLM is a complete solution that helps reduce time from
concept to consumer—from line planning, design, and development through to sourcing and production.

Key benefits
Infor Fashion PLM is a powerful product lifecycle
management and collaboration platform that can help
all of your value chain partners innovate more readily,
respond more quickly, and act more decisively.
With Infor Fashion PLM, you can:
■

Plan, design, develop, and source multiple
collections.

■

Multi-task with mass create and edit capabilities,
drag and drop features, and contextual support for
information panes.

■

■

View real-time data from configurable grids,
contextual info panes, critical path dashboards, and
advanced reporting.

Improve the efficiency of
your operations
With an intuitive user interface, drag-and-drop
functionality, and a customizable homepage, Infor
Fashion PLM can quickly increase the uptake and
productivity of all of your team members. In addition:
■

Adobe® plug-ins allow designers to quickly create
new styles and update those already existing.
Pre-configured templates speed up the entire
process.

■

Advanced capabilities allow you to create new
styles or connect existing designs to a line plan
whenever you choose.

■

You can mass create, update, delete, replace
material and requests, so you can save substantial
time developing and fine-tuning new styles.

■

You generate purchase orders for samples from
within Infor Fashion PLM, so you’ll have more time
to focus on creative, proactive tasks.

■

Graphical dashboards and drill down capabilities
allow users and managers to have a complete
picture—from company level right down to
calendars and styles.

■

By consolidating information about materials and
factories, Infor Fashion PLM vastly improves your
control, documentation, and tracking of suppliers.

Save multiple layouts for specific tasks, accessible
via the web or on mobile apps.
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Streamline planning with
reusable elements
Infor Fashion PLM can serve as the platform and hub for
your product development team, so you can deliver
better products to consumers faster, while shaving
unnecessary costs.
Your users can customize their widgets, panels, and
context-sensitive panes to streamline your overall
planning process. These configured layouts can be
saved and used again and again.
With Infor Fashion PLM, the processes for product,
material, and trim development are built upon reusable
elements, so you can:
■

Create and manage various reusable, standardized
data elements that can go into products as they are
developed (other than materials and trims), including
points of measure, grade rules, colors, color palettes,
sizing tables, request types, costing elements and
cost models, symbols (for care labels), seasons, and
associated deliveries and suppliers.

■

Set up database versions, security, general company
settings, and individual user preferences with the
admin menu.

■

Install additional language files to operate the admin
menu in languages other than English.

■

Manage and design your company’s standard
reports or create new reports that can be configured
to fit a certain process step.
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■

Create and edit critical path templates that can be
applied to styles for product development tracking,
and also track progress across all styles using each
critical path.

■

Print and export printouts from the panel grid,
following your current grid layouts and filters. Files
can be exported to Excel, CSV, and JPG, as well as
other formats.

■

Drag and drop images from external file folders on a
network or locally on your computer. Multiple images
can be dragged in at once; if they aren’t already in
the JPG format, images will be converted to JPGs.

■

Crop images, make thumbnails, and create
annotations on your images, then convert your
images into a variety of other file formats.

■

Define all your basic tables, including search lists
(product categories, material type, and countries),
plus currencies, exchange rates, unit of measure
conversions, and VAT percentages. You can also
define an optional product hierarchy with additional
filtering capabilities.

Improve your performance
with beautiful software
Infor Fashion PLM has the flexibility to suit your specific
infrastructure. The solution can be deployed in the
cloud, on-premise, or as a hybrid. No matter how you
choose to deploy Infor Fashion PLM, our unique
workflow methodology, together with a beautiful user
interface and advanced user experience, is intuitive
enough for your design team, powerful enough for your
product development team, and accurate enough for
your merchandisers.
With Infor Fashion PLM, you can reduce lead times, cut
costs, and ensure quality, so your original design
concepts are communicated clearly and executed
accurately through every phase of development,
production, and distribution to the end customer.

Learn more about Infor Fashion PLM ›
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